Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) is a conifer species with large 29 economic and ecological importance. As with most conifers, the P. abies genome 30 is very large (~20 Gbp) and contains high levels of repetitive DNA. The current 31 genome assembly (v1.0) covers approximately 60% of the total genome size, but 32 is highly fragmented consisting of more than 10 million scaffolds. Even though 33 66,632 protein coding gene models are annotated, the fragmented nature of the 34 assembly means that there is currently little information available on how these 35 genes are physically distributed over the 12 P. abies chromosomes. By creating 36 an ultra-dense genetic linkage map, we can anchor and order scaffolds at the 37 pseudo-chromosomal level in P. abies, which complements the fine-scale 38 information available in the assembly contigs. Our ultra dense haploid consensus 39 genetic map consists of 15,005 markers from 14,336 scaffolds and where 17,079 40 gene models (25.6% of protein coding gene annotations) have been anchored to 41 the 12 linkage groups (pseudo-chromosomes). Three independent component 42 maps, as well as comparisons to earlier published Picea maps are used to 43 evaluate the accuracy and marker order of the linkage groups. We can 44 demonstrate that approximately 3.8% of the scaffolds and 1.6% of the gene 45 models covered by the consensus map are likely wrongly assembled as they 46 3 contain genetic markers that map to different regions or linkage groups of the P. 47 abies linkage map. We also evaluate the utility of the genetic map for the conifer 48 research community by using an independent data set of unrelated individuals to 49 assess genome-wide variation in genetic diversity using the genomic regions 50 anchored to chromosomes. The results show that our map is dense enough to 51 allow detailed evolutionary analysis across the P. abies genome. 52 65 underlying scaffolds to putative chromosomes, here after referred to as pseudo-66
Introduction 53
Genetic linkage maps have been used to order genetic markers and link 54 phenotypic traits to genomic regions and chromosomes by calculating recombination 55 in crosses for over a century (Sturtevant 1913a; Sturtevant 1913b) . With the recent 56 development of Next Generation Sequencing technologies (NGS), large numbers of 57 markers can now be scored at a relatively low cost and within a reasonable time, 58 which has enabled the possibility to create high-density genetic maps consisting of 59 thousands of markers that consequently can achieve very high resolutions. These 60 genetic maps enable a complementary approach to the local fine-scale genomic 61 information that is available in the scaffolds of a genome assembly, since a genetic 62 map adds information on genome organization over larger scales (chromosome level) 63 (Fierst 2015) . By grouping markers into linkage groups (potential chromosomes), and 64 subsequently ordering them within each linkage group, it is possible to anchor 7 maternal genotype Z4006 were kept. All heterozygous calls in the haploid samples 147 were then recoded as missing and samples with > 40% missing data were also filtered 148 out to avoid samples with possible contamination of diploid tissue or with poor 149 sequencing quality. This resulted in a final data set of 1,559 samples containing a 150 total of 14,794 SNPs. 151
All 1,559 samples were used in a principal component analysis (PCA) to 152 evaluate the relationship among samples. The reference allele was coded as "0" while 153 the alternative allele was coded as "1", and all remaining missing data were re-coded 154 to the average value for that marker (i.e. the allele frequency of the alternate allele). 155
The first two axes of the PCA explained a total of 17% of the variation (10% and 7 %, 156 respectively for PC1 and PC2) while remaining axes individually explained 0.6-1%. 157
The samples grouped into three distinct clusters which all were oriented differently 158 along the PC1-PC2 axes, with a 4 th group connecting the clusters in the center of the 159 plot ( Figure S1 ). The PCA analysis indicate that our data are more heterogeneous than 160 what is expected for a single open-pollinated family, likely indicating that samples 161 came from more than one maternal trees (i.e.,ramets from different genotypes). 162
Samples were therefore split into clusters representing putatively different maternal 163 families using strict cutoffs: Cluster 1 (321 samples) -PC2 >5; Cluster 2 (279 164 samples) -PC1 >0 and PC2< -5; and Cluster 3 (858 samples) -PC1 < -2 ( Figure S1 ). 165
To confirm that these clusters represent single segregating families, PCAs were 166 conducted on all clusters separately. For all three clusters, all axes explained roughly 167 the same amount of variation and all the samples grouped into a single cloud without 168 any detectable outliers (data not shown). 169
Since we detected multiple maternal families in the data set, a second SNP 170 filtration step was performed using vcftools (Danecek et al. 2011) Genetic linkage maps were created with the R-package BatchMap (Schifthaler et al. 195 2017), a parallel implementation of the R-package Onemap (Margarido, Souza, and 196 Garcia 2007) . All markers were recoded using the D1.11 cross-type (Wu et al. 2002) 197 and grouped into LGs with LOD = 8 and a maximum recombination fraction = 0.35. 198
LGs were then ordered using the RECORD algorithm (Van Os et al. 2005) cores. To reduce the noise in the maps, markers from the same scaffold that mapped 202 within 15 cM from each other, were dropped so that only one marker was used to 203 represent the scaffold in the final map. However, if any markers from the same 204 scaffold mapped more than 15 cM apart, all markers from that scaffold were kept. 205
This approach was motivated by the fact that sequence data from markers < 15 cM 206 apart did not show any evidence for recombination when using a visual inspection of 207 the data and that this inconsistency in marker ordering is probably due to a lack of 208 resolution in the mapping populations together with the usage of a heuristic ordering 209 approach (Mollinari et al. 2009 ). Finally, a heat map with pairwise recombination 210 fraction (lower triangular) and phase LOD score (upper triangular) for the ordered 211 markers was created to evaluate the ordering accuracy (data not shown). 212
To evaluate correspondence between LGs in maps from different clusters the 213 number of unique scaffolds shared between cluster LGs were counted ( Figure S2 ). A 214 13 from Nystedt et al (2013) , respectively. The consensus map has a total length of 3,326 289 centiMorgan (cM), distributed over 12 linkage groups (LGs), which corresponds to 290 the known haploid chromosome number of Norway spruce (Sax and Sax 1933) , and 291 with an average marker distance of 0.22 cM/marker (Table 2, Figure 1 : track a). 292
Correlations of marker order between the three component maps and the 293 consensus map ranged from 0.96 to 0.998, while the correlations between marker 294 orders between individual component maps ranged from 0.943 to 0.993 (Table S1 and 295 Figure S3 ). LG XI, which display the largest discrepancy in marker order between 296 component maps, has a 200 marker region in the distal end of the chromosome where 297 the resolution is too low to identify a correct order and where the whole region is 298 positioned at 0 cM ( Figure S3k ), explain the lower order correlations for this LG. 299 300 LGIII and LGV with 0.37 genes/Kbp. These regions contain one and two scaffolds, 335 respectively, are present in one or two of the three component maps and contain one 336 gene model each. 337 4,859 scaffolds (33.9%) had more than one unique marker combined over all 338 three component maps before marker pruning. Of these, 625 scaffolds (4.36%) had 339 multiple markers also in the consensus map, either due to suspicious grouping and/or 340 ordering in the component maps or that different markers were represented in 341 different component maps. 186 of these multi-marker scaffolds show a split over 342 several LGs (inter-split scaffolds) or over different parts of the same LG (intra-split 343 scaffolds). 22 scaffolds (0.15% of mapped scaffolds and 0.45% of original multi-344 marker scaffolds) have markers positioned > 5 cM apart on the same LG and 164 345 scaffolds (1.14% of mapped scaffolds and 3.38% of original multi-marker scaffolds) 346 have markers mapped to 2 or 3 different LGs (Figure 2 and Table S2 ). All LGs harbor 347
inter-split scaffolds, while 10 LGs (LGII and LGXI are the exceptions) harbors intra- (median of 21 Kbp) in length. The 186 scaffolds that are split within or across LGs 360 range in size from 2.5 to 121.6 Kbp, with a median length of 36.9 Kbp. Split scaffolds 361 are significantly longer than the multi-marker scaffolds in general (t = -7.76, df = 362 194.54, p-value = 4.77e-13; Figure 3 ), suggesting that longer scaffolds more often are 363 prone to assembly errors compared to shorter scaffolds. Split scaffolds are mostly 364 harboring high-and medium confidence gene models (Table 3) 
. A visual inspection 365
of the split scaffolds shows that 75 and 10 of the inter-split and intra-split scaffolds, 366 respectively, have the predicted split(s) between different gene models on the same 367 scaffold where as 88 of the inter-split scaffolds and 12 of the intra-split scaffolds have 368 the predicted split within a single gene model (Table S3 ). In addition, 21 inter-split 369 scaffolds show an even more complicated picture, where an interior regions of the 370 gene model (most often containing an intron > 5kb) map to another chromosome 371 where as the 5' and 3' regions of the gene model map to the same chromosome 372 location (Table S3 ). Of the 17,079 gene models that are anchored to the consensus 373 genetic map, 330 are positioned on inter-or intra-split scaffolds (5.4% of those gene 374 models that are positioned on originally multi-marker scaffolds) and 100 show a split 375 within gene models (1.6% of gene models from multi-marker scaffolds) (Table 3) . 399
Comparative analyses to other Picea linkage maps 400
In order to assess the accuracy and repeatability of the P. abies genetic maps we 401 compared our consensus map to a P. abies QTL map from Lind et al. (2014) . This 402 map consists of 686 markers, genotyped in 247 offspring from a full sib family using 403 markers derived from a P. glauca SNP array. 353 comparisons between 298 markers 404 from Lind et al. (2014) and 288 scaffolds contained in our consensus map were 405 identified at a > 95 % identity threshold. Of these markers, 96.7% group to the same 406 chromosome in the two maps while the remaining 3.3% (11 out of 353) are 407 distributed across several linkage groups (Figure 4 ). Correlations of marker order 408 between the two P. abies maps ranged from 0.53 to 0.99 across the 12 LGs. The 409 comparison between the haploid consensus map LG I and LG 7 from Lind et.al 410 (2014) , which has the lowest correlation of marker order, show inconsistencies of 411 marker order where several markers are arranged in the opposite order from the rest 412 of the markers. The remaining chromosomes show high synteny with a consistent 413 marker order between the two genetic maps. 414
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LG 1 P. abies, haploid consensus map 
LG 1 P. abies, haploid consensus map This is, to our knowledge, the densest genetic linkage map ever created for a conifer 473 species and possible even for any tree species. We have successfully used this genetic 474 map to anchor 1.7% of the 20 Gbp P. abies genome, corresponding to 2.8% of the 475 v1.0 genome assembly (Nystedt et al. 2013) , to the 12 linkage groups that constitute 476 the haploid chromosome number in spruces (Sax and Sax 1933 verify the reliability of these clusters. However, we cannot completely rule out that a 504 small fraction of samples have been wrongly assigned to the three families and this 505 would further inflate map size by introducing excess recombination events. Another 506 potential confounding issue is tissue contamination. Norway spruce 507 megagametophytes are very small and are surrounded by a diploid seed coat that 508 needs to be removed before DNA extraction. If traces of the diploid seed coat remain 509 in the material used for DNA extractions, the haploid samples will be contaminated 510 with diploid material. To identify and eliminate this possibility, we called sequence 511 variants using a diploid model and any heterozygous SNP calls were subsequently 512 treated as missing data. Samples with a high proportion of heterozygous (> 10 %) or 513 missing calls (> 20%) were excluded from further analyses to reduce the possibilities 514 of genotyping error due to tissue contamination influencing downstream analyses. 515
Both sample-and tissue contaminations will affect the accuracy of the genetic 516 map, both with regards to marker order and map size. The smaller family sizes 517 resulting from dividing our original 2,000 samples into three independent families 518 yield lower resolution of the component maps. However, fortuitously enough it also 519 allows us to incorporate more markers into the consensus map since different markers 520 were segregating in the different mother trees from which the three families were 521 derived. Furthermore, it also allowed us to evaluate marker ordering across three 522 independently derived maps. Although our consensus map is 60-70% larger than 523 previously estimated Picea maps (3,326 cM vs. 1,889-2,083 cM), it also contain 2-22 524 times more markers than earlier maps (Pavy et al. 2012; Lind et al. 2014; Pavy et al. 525 2017) . When comparing marker order between our three independent component 526 maps (cluster 1-3), we found overall high order of correlations (0.94-0.99, Table S1 ), 527 which is similar to what is observed between maps derived from simulated data 528 without genotyping errors but with 20% missing data (Schiffthaler et al. 2017) . Also, 529 earlier Picea maps were all diploid F 1 crosses and even the densest composite map 530 only contained 2,300-2,800 markers per framework map (Table 1 - Pavy et al. 2017) , 531 compared to our haploid component maps that contain between 7,179 and 13,479 532 markers each (Table 2) . 533
The comparisons between our haploid consensus map and earlier maps in Picea 534
show an overall high correlation of marker order, which is in line with previous 535 studies suggesting highly conserved synteny within Picea and in conifers in general 536 (de Miguel et al. 2015; Pavy et al. 2017) . LG I from our haploid consensus map and 537
LG 7 from Lind et al. 2014 show a inverted order for approximately half of the 538 markers that were compared (Figure 4 ). However, if this inversion is due to ordering 539 errors in one of the maps or represents true biological differences between the parents 540 used for the respective maps is not known at the moment, and further investigations 541 are needed to resolve this issue. 542
A small percentage of the marker comparisons in both the intra and interspecific 543 maps do not co-align to homologous LGs. These errors likely arise form the repetitive 544 nature of the Norway spruce genome (and conifer genomes in general) where regions 545 with high sequence similarity often can be found interspersed through out the genome. 546
If the true homologous region between different maps is missing or has been 547 collapsed in the Norway spruce genome assembly due to high sequence similarity, 548 pairwise sequence comparisons may end up assigning homology to regions that are 549 located on different chromosomes. 550 4% of the scaffolds carrying multiple makers show a pattern where different 551 markers are mapping to different regions either within or between chromosomes in 552 the consensus map. This likely indicates errors in scaffolding during the assembly of 553 the v1.0 P. abies genome (Nystedt et al. 2013) . If this estimate represents the overall 554 picture of the Norway spruce genome assembly, as many as 400,000 of the ~10 555 million total scaffolds, and 2,400 of the ~60,000 gene containing scaffolds, may 556 suffer from assembly errors. Approximately half of these, 2% of the multi-marker 557 scaffolds (100/4,859), have splits that occur within a single gene model. It is likely 558 that many of these problematic scaffolds stem from incorrect scaffolding of exons 559 from paralogous genes with a high sequence similarity. Since the Norway spruce 560 genome contains a high proportion of repetitive content, that also includes a large 561 number of pseudo genes, this is perhaps not surprising. Additional work is needed to 562 disentangle these issues and to resolve any assembly errors. False scaffold joins in a 563 genome assembly is not a unique feature for P. abies, rather it appears to be a 564 frequent problem in the assembly process. For instance, dense genetic maps in both 565
Eucalyptus and Crassostrea have identified and resolved false scaffold joins, thereby 566 improving the genome assemblies in these species (Bartholomé et al. 2015; 567 Hedgecock et al. 2015) . Our goal for the Norway spruce genetic map is not only to 568 identify incorrect scaffolding decisions in the v1.0 genome assembly, but to also help 569 improve future iterations of the genome. 570
Our populations genetic analyses based on the scaffolds anchored to the 571 consensus map shows the utility of having a dense, accurate genetic map and suggest 572 that the map will facilitate further analyses of genome-wide patterns in Norway 573 spruce. Assigning even a small fraction of the genome to linkage groups allows us to 574 analyze patterns of genetic diversity in approximately a quarter of all predicted genes 575 from Norway spruce. This allows for analyses of broad-scale patterns of variation 576 across the spruce genome and as the genome assembly is further improved it should 577 allow us physically anchor a larger fraction of the genome to chromosomes and 578 thereby allow for even more fine-scaled analyses of how different evolutionary forces 579 have interacted in shaping patterns of genetic diversity across the Norway spruce 580 genome. 581
